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1. Introduction
Earth’s magnetosheath forms the interface between our planetary magnetosphere and the supermagneto-
sonic solar wind flow. The magnetosheath is bounded by the bow shock separating it from the upstream 
solar wind, and by the magnetopause, which is the outer boundary of the magnetosphere. An important 
factor determining the nature of the bow shock and the magnetosheath is the orientation of the inter-
planetary magnetic field (IMF). Where the bow shock normal direction is quasi-parallel to the IMF, solar 
wind particles reflected at the bow shock can stream back toward the Sun, forming the turbulent foreshock 
upstream of the shock (e.g., Eastwood et al., 2005; Hoppe et al., 1981). Consequently, the magnetosheath 
behind the quasi-parallel bow shock is more turbulent (e.g., Dimmock et al., 2014; Gutynska et al., 2015) 
than the quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath. In recent years, one of the most important avenues in mag-
netosheath research has been the study of magnetosheath jets (e.g., Plaschke et al., 2018), which are regions 
of high dynamic pressure. Magnetosheath jets are widely associated with the quasi-parallel magnetosheath 
(Archer & Horbury, 2013; Němeček et al., 1998; Plaschke et al., 2013; Vuorinen et al., 2019), suggesting 
that their origin is tied to the interactions between the foreshock and the bow shock. Results from global 
hybrid simulations (Karimabadi et al., 2014; Omelchenko et al., 2021; Omidi et al., 2016; Palmroth, Hietala, 
et al., 2018) likewise point to foreshock–bow shock interaction as the origin of jets.
Abstract Earth’s magnetosheath consists of shocked solar wind plasma that has been compressed 
and slowed down at the Earth’s bow shock. Magnetosheath jets are pulses of enhanced dynamic pressure 
in the magnetosheath. Jets have been observed by numerous spacecraft missions, but their origin has 
remained unconfirmed, though several formation mechanisms have been suggested. In this study, we 
use a method for automatically identifying and tracking jets as well as foreshock compressive structures 
(FCSs) in four 2D runs of the global hybrid-Vlasov simulation Vlasiator. We find that up to 75% of 
magnetosheath jets are caused by FCSs impacting the bow shock. These jets propagate deeper into the 
magnetosheath than the remaining 25% of jets that are not caused by FCSs. We conduct a visual case study 
of one jet that was not caused by FCSs and find that the bow shock was not rippled before the formation 
of the jet.
Plain Language Summary The space around Earth is filled with plasma, the fourth state of 
matter. Earth’s magnetic field shields our planet from the stream of plasma coming from the Sun, the solar 
wind. The solar wind plasma is slowed down at the Earth’s bow shock, before it flows against and around 
the Earth’s magnetic field in the magnetosheath. Sometimes, pulses of high density or velocity can occur 
in the magnetosheath that have the potential to disturb the inner regions of near-Earth space where many 
spacecraft orbit. We call these pulses magnetosheath jets. Magnetosheath jets have been observed by many 
spacecraft over the past few decades, but how they form has remained unclear. In this study, we use the 
Vlasiator model to simulate plasma in near-Earth space and investigate the origins of magnetosheath jets. 
We find that the formation of up to 75% of these jets can be explained by compressive structures in the 
foreshock, a region populated by intense wave activity extending sunward of the quasi-parallel bow shock, 
where interplanetary magnetic field lines allow shock-reflected particles to travel back toward the Sun.
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Several suggestions have been made to explain the formation of magne-
tosheath jets. Archer et al. (2012) proposed that jets are caused by solar 
wind pressure pulses or rotational discontinuities. Hietala et al.  (2009) 
suggested a mechanism in which a local ripple in the quasi-parallel bow 
shock could lead to the refraction and funneling of plasma, such that 
the dynamic pressure increases across the shock. Karlsson et al. (2015) 
associated jet-like “paramagnetic plasmoids” with short large-ampli-
tude magnetic structures (SLAMS), which are steepened foreshock 
fluctuations having a high dynamic pressure and magnetic field (Lu-
cek et  al.,  2002,  2004). A statistical study of spacecraft data by Raptis 
et al.  (2020) found evidence for both the bow shock ripple mechanism 
and the SLAMS mechanism. The problem with trying to prove these the-
ories based on observations is that the spacecraft are seldom, if ever, in a 
suitable array such that both the production mechanism and the result-
ing jet can simultaneously be identified unambiguously, and therefore 
the origin of jets is still controversial (see Plaschke et al., 2018). Partly 
due to this problem, Palmroth, Hietala, et al. (2018) studied an individ-
ual jet using an ion-kinetic global simulation Vlasiator, and found that 
the studied jet was essentially a SLAMS propagating through the magne-
tosheath, in agreement with Karlsson et al. (2015). However, since this 
investigation concerned only one carefully validated jet, the origin of jets 
in general was still not addressed.
In this study, we will quantify the proportion of magnetosheath jets that 
are unambiguously associated with foreshock structures. We will also 
study the differences between jets that are associated with foreshock 
structures and jets that are not, as well as investigate the formation of 
jets that are not associated with foreshock structures. The goal is to gain 
a better understanding of jet formation in general and the SLAMS mech-
anism in particular.
2. Model and Methods
The global hybrid-Vlasov simulation Vlasiator (Palmroth, Ganse, 
et al., 2018) models protons as distribution functions, while electrons are 
treated as a massless charge-neutralizing fluid. The time-evolution of the 
proton distribution functions is governed by the Vlasov equation, while 
the electromagnetic fields obey Maxwell’s equations as well as Ohm’s law 
including the Hall term. Vlasiator is 6-dimensional (6D), with 3 dimen-
sions for real space, and 3 for velocity space. The four simulation runs 
investigated in this study, presented also in Palmroth et al. (2021), neglect 
the third real space dimension in order to limit the computational cost 
of the simulations, and are therefore carried out in the Geocentric Solar 
Ecliptic (GSE) E xy plane. The simulation boxes of all four runs are large 
enough to capture the solar wind, foreshock, dayside magnetosheath and 
partially the nightside (see Figure 1a for one of the runs used here). The 
outer boundaries of the simulation box are periodic in the out-of-plane direction, in E y and E x boundaries 
apply Neumann conditions, while the solar wind flows in with constant parameters from the E x boundary 
together with an in-plane IMF. The inner boundary of the magnetosphere is the same for all runs, a perfect 
conductor at 5 EE R  from the origin. The solar wind parameters for the four runs are described in Table 1. The 
solar wind speeds were chosen to be relatively fast so as to accelerate the development of the bow shock and 
magnetosheath and thus save computational resources. The most important parameter for the realistic evo-
lution of the system, however, is the Alfvén Mach number, which in our runs are within the normal range 
of observations at Earth (Winterhalter & Kivelson, 1988).
Figure 1. (a) View of the entire spatial domain of run HM05 at 447.5 s 
from the start of the simulation. The background color shows the dynamic 
pressure. (b) Zoom-in to the subsolar magnetosheath and foreshock 
delineated by the black box in panel (a) The foreshock compressive 
structure (FCS) magnetic threshold is E   = 1.5. The orange contours show 
the boundaries of compressed and heated plasma, representing the bow 
shock and magnetopause. The green (blue) contours delineate the FCS 
(jet) regions. The red dots mark the centers of FCS-jets. The black dots 
mark the centers of non-FCS-jets. Unmarked jet regions did not originate 





Figure 1b shows an example of the foreshock-magnetosheath region in one of the runs (HM05, see Table 1). 
The foreshock is on the right, and the boundaries of compressed and heated plasma, indicating the bow 
shock and the magnetopause and shown with orange contours, are defined by the ion core population heat-
ing criterion core sw3E T T  after Battarbee et al. (2020) and Wilson et al. (2014). Jets, delineated with blue and 
marked with red or black dots in Figure 1b, are defined as structures in the magnetosheath that originated 
at the bow shock and fulfill the Archer and Horbury (2013) jet criterion,   dyn dyn 3min2E P P  , similarly as in 
Palmroth et al. (2021). That is, the instantaneous dynamic pressure should be at least twice its 3-min time 
average.
In this study, we investigate the relationship between jets and foreshock structures, and therefore we define 
here the concept of foreshock compressive structures (FCSs), which encompasses various kinds of magnetic 
structures. FCSs, delineated with green in Figure 1b, are defined as structures upstream of the bow shock 
that fulfill dyn dyn,sw1.2E P P  and | | | |B B  IMF  . The dynamic pressure condition is used to ensure that the 
upstream edge of the bow shock where the magnetic field strength ramps up is not accidentally detected 
as a single FCS. The value 1.2 is chosen to be high enough to achieve this, but small enough not to bias the 
FCS detection toward only compressive structures with highly enhanced dynamic pressure. We vary the 
threshold parameter E  in this study. In Figures 1b and 1a threshold value of   1.5E  is used. Movie S1 shows 
FCSs, jets and the boundaries of compressed and heated plasma for the tracking duration of run HM05.
In order to understand the interconnection of FCSs and jets statistically, we carried out a search of jets and 
FCSs in all four runs shown in Table 1. We restricted the search domains to regions where they are most 
likely to exist (see Table 1), while still capturing as much as possible of the foreshock and quasi-parallel 
magnetosheath, focusing on the region close to the nose of the bow shock and omitting the flanks, as the 
magnetosheath flow accelerates to super-Alfvénic tailward velocities at the flanks and it is thus unlikely for 
jets that propagate toward the magnetopause to form there. Jet and FCS tracking began when the simula-
tions had properly initialized at  290 sE t  in all runs and ended after the duration specified by the “tracking 
duration,” which varies between runs because of different run durations. The search of jets and FCSs is 
carried out by delineating from the simulation the regions which fulfill either the jet or FCS criteria, and 
giving each region an identity. Two regions are considered distinct if they are separated by a gap of at least 
two simulation cells. Regions are tracked across time by studying the overlap of the individual regions 
identified at successive simulation time steps. Two regions identified during two successive time steps that 
share at least 50% of the cells of the smaller region are considered to be the same. If a region disappears 
and another overlapping one reappears within 2.5 s, they are considered the same individual region. The 
reappearance time is chosen manually to avoid double counting structures. This identification algorithm 
is essentially the same as used for jets only in Palmroth et al. (2021), except that we require that jets start at 
the bow shock. This is done because Palmroth et al. (2021) posited that regions forming deeper in the mag-
netosheath are not actually jets but rather momentary fluctuations in the magnetosheath properties that 
fulfill the jet criteria. A jet is considered attached to the bow shock if the gap between the jet region and the 
upstream region is at most one cell. For this purpose, the upstream is defined as the region where either the 
ion core population temperature is core sw3E T T  or the magnetosonic Mach number is ms, 1xE M  (Battarbee 
Run IMFE B  [nT] | | [ ]BIMF nT
Cone 
angle 
[  ] 3[cm ]E n
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HM30 (–4.3,2.5,0) 5 30 1 −750 6.9 (6,18,–8,6) 129.5 128
HM05 (–5.0,0.4,0) 5 5 3.3 −600 10 (6,18,–6,6) 299.5 273
LM30 (–8.7,5.0,0) 10 30 1 −750 3.4 (6,18,–8,6) 379.5 380
LM05 (–10.0,0.9,0) 10 5 3.3 −600 5 (6,18,–6,6) 149.5 177
Note. From left to right, the columns give the run identifier, IMF vector in GSE, IMF strength, IMF cone angle, solar 
wind number density, solar wind velocity, solar wind Alfvén Mach number, search box ( min max min max, , ,E x x y y  ), jet 
tracking duration, and total number of jets found in the run. For all runs, the solar wind temperature is 0.5 MK, the 
real space resolution is 227 km, and the velocity space resolution is 30 1kmsE  .
Table 1 





et al., 2020). Finally, the jets are divided into two categories: FCS-jets, which at any point in their lifetime 
come within two cells of an FCS region, and non-FCS-jets, which do not. The total number of jets found in 
each run is given in Table 1.
3. Results
While there are well-established criteria to identify magnetosheath jets, for example, Archer and Hor-
bury (2013), this is not the case for foreshock structures. Therefore, in the following analysis we treat the 
FCS threshold E  as a variable. For reference, many studies require thresholds of B B/
0
2  , which corre-
sponds to   3E  , for a structure to be a SLAMS (e.g., Schwartz et al., 1992), whereas, for example, Lucek 
et al. (2008) define B B/
0
1  (   2E  ). Figure 2 shows the number of FCSs, jets, and FCS-jets as a function of 
the FCS magnetic threshold (the dynamic pressure threshold is constant at 1.2 times the solar wind value). 
The different runs in Table 1 are given as different colors such that blue (green) corresponds to a solar wind 
Alfvén Mach number AE M  of 6.9 (3.4) and a 30E  IMF cone angle measured from the Sun-Earth line, while 
orange (red) corresponds to solar wind Alfvén Mach number 10 (5) and a 5E  IMF cone angle.
Figure 2. Jet and foreshock compressive structure (FCS) statistics as a function of FCS magnetic threshold: (a) FCS 
appearance frequency, (b) jet appearance frequency, (c) FCS-jet appearance frequency, (d) ratio of FCS-jets to FCSs, 






Figure 2a shows the number of FCSs forming in each run normalized by the corresponding tracking dura-
tion (see Table 1), giving the rate at which new FCSs appear in the foreshock. At low values of E  , many small 
and low-amplitude structures are identified as FCSs, causing the number of FCSs to be larger than at high 
threshold values. For the low AE M  runs, the number of FCSs decreases with rising E  , whereas for high AE M  
runs the number remains mostly constant irrespective of E  , indicating that all the FCSs there have relatively 
high amplitudes. Figure 2b shows the average rate of appearance of new jets in each run. As the jet criteria 
do not depend on the FCS magnetic threshold, this is a constant for each run.
Figure 2c shows the appearance rate of jets that are connected to an FCS during their lifetime (see Sec-
tion 2), while Figure 2d shows the ratio of FCS-related jets to FCS (panel c divided by panel a). For high AE M  , 
this is effectively constant, while for low AE M  the ratio increases with increasing E  , although in these cases 
the absolute number of FCSs at high E  is low. The ratio is undefined for   3E  in run LM05, as there are no 
FCSs in the run for this threshold value. Figure 2e shows the fraction of jets that are connected to an FCS 
during their lifetime (panel c divided by panel b). For E  up to about 1.5, this fraction is almost a constant at 
0.75. In the following analysis, we will use a threshold value of   1.5E  , as it is sufficiently high to retain only 
structures that are significantly compressive, while also keeping a large number of structures (958 jets and 
1,343 FCSs across all runs). We discuss this threshold in Section 4.
Next, we study the difference between FCS-jets and non-FCS-jets. Figure 3a shows the average over the 4 
simulation runs of the disappearance rates of FCS-jets and non-FCS-jets that start at the bow shock as a 
function of distance from the bow shock. Figure 3b shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of 
the disappearance distances of the jets in Figure 3a. This roughly corresponds to the probability of detecting 
a jet at a certain distance from the bow shock. For defining the jet distance from the bow shock, the position 
of the shock bsE x  is determined by a fifth-degree polynomial fit of the coordinates of the cells at the bow 
shock defined by the core heating criterion. Figure 3 shows that both FCS-related jets and non-FCS-jets 
mostly disappear close to the bow shock shortly after forming, but a larger fraction of FCS-jets penetrate 
deeper into the magnetosheath compared to non-FCS-jets. By fitting exponential functions to the CDFs 
in Figure 3b, the E e -folding distance can be calculated to be  E0.43 0.01E R  for FCS-jets and  E0.211 0.003E R  
for non-FCS-jets. We fit the exponential function, similarly to Plaschke et al. (2016), in order to quantita-
tively study the penetration of jets into the magnetosheath. In Section 4, we use the E e -folding distance to 
estimate the magnetopause impact rate in a way that can be compared to the results obtained by Plaschke 
et al. (2016, 2020).
As Figure 2 shows that about 75% of all jets are associated with (low-magnitude) FCSs in all runs, it is 
interesting to briefly contemplate the causes of the remaining 25% of the jets. Figure 4 shows snapshots of 
run HM05 with   1.5E  , where we visually inspect one representative non-FCS-jet at approximately ( , )E x y  
Figure 3. Histograms of jet disappearance location downstream of the bow shock with foreshock compressive 
structures magnetic threshold E   = 1.5: (a) Number of jets per second disappearing at different distances from the bow 
shock, and (b) the cumulative distribution function of the disappearance distances, indicating the probability of a jet 
propagating to a given distance. The E e -folding distances are acquired by fitting exponential regression models (dashed 





(11.25, −0.6) EE R  , indicated by the black arrow. In addition to the orange contour at core sw3E T T  , two other 
definitions described by Battarbee et al. (2020) for the bow shock position are used in Figure 4:  sw2E n n  
(black) and ms, 1xE M  (violet). In Figure 4a, at the location where the non-FCS-jet later forms, the three 
different estimations of the bow shock boundary do not agree with each other, that is, the bow shock is 
non-local (a metric introduced in Battarbee et al., 2020), but there is no nearby indentation of the shock 
that would indicate formation through the mechanism suggested by Hietala et al. (2009). An indentation 
of the bow shock can be seen at   E2E y R  , but this indentation has an FCS upstream of it and an FCS-jet 
downstream of it. In Figure 4b, the non-FCS-jet has formed, and the bow shock behind it is neither indented 
nor non-local. Figure 4c shows that the properties of the bow shock have not changed significantly behind 
the non-FCS-jet. In Figure 4d, the non-FCS-jet is shown at the last point in its lifetime. Movie S2 shows 
FCSs, jets, and the three bow shock contours in the same box as Figure 4 for each time step in a time interval 
around the lifetime of this non-FCS-jet.
4. Discussion
The FCS magnetic threshold value of   1.5E  represents a transition point, below which the fraction of jets 
caused by FCSs no longer significantly increases, and above which the fraction starts decreasing. Rojas-Cas-
tillo et al. (2013) suggest that the lower limit of magnetic enhancement for nonlinear compressive struc-
tures in the foreshock is around B B/ %
0
40  , which corresponds to   1.4E  . As seen in Figure 2, for low 
AE M  the fraction starts decreasing rapidly around this threshold value due to the lack of strongly compressive 
structures in the foreshock, while for high AE M  the fraction decreases more slowly, and remains nearly con-
stant until a threshold of approximately   2.3E  . Lucek et al. (2008) suggest that   2E  represents the lower 
limit of magnetic enhancement for SLAMS. The differences in behavior between the low- AE M  and high- AE M  
simulation runs suggest that the amplitude of magnetic enhancements in the foreshock is smaller during 
Figure 4. Snapshots of Movie S2 of run HM05 at (a) 477.0, (b) 481.5, (c) 485.0, and (d) 497.5 s from the start of the 
simulation, investigating the formation of the non-FCS-jet at ( , )E x y   =   E(11.25, 0.6)E R  in panel (b) Contours and dots are 
as in Figure 1b, with two additional bow shock contours: The ms,xE M  criterion (violet) and the density criterion (black, 





low- AE M  solar wind conditions, and the large FCS occurrence rate at low magnetic thresholds in run LM05 
is in agreement with the fact that the foreshock structures have smaller spatial extents and the foreshock 
waves have lower amplitudes and higher frequencies during high- | |B  and thus low- AE M  conditions (Turc 
et al., 2018). The lower amplitudes and higher frequencies of the initial waves probably prevent the FCSs in 
the low- AE M  runs from growing large enough in amplitude to be detected at higher values of E  , which would 
explain the lack of FCSs for   3E  in run LM05. Figure 4 shows that bow shock indentation or rippling, 
suggested by Hietala et al. (2009), was not responsible for the formation of the studied non-FCS-jet, but 
indentation was present during the formation of an FCS-jet. As can be seen in Movie S2, when the FCS at 
  E2E y R  approaches the bow shock, the supermagnetosonic plasma associated with the FCS indents the 
bow shock and contributes to the formation of the FCS-jet. The compressive magnetic structure of the FCS, 
however, slows down and steepens, causing shock reformation to be visible in the density contour. This is 
consistent with the patchwork model of the bow shock described by Schwartz et al. (1992). The use of steady 
input for the solar wind and IMF also rules out solar wind discontinuities (Archer et al., 2012) as the source 
of the non-FCS-jet.
Comparing the occurrence rate of jets (Figure 2b) to studies based on spacecraft observations is difficult, as 
the methods used for determining the rate are vastly different. Plaschke et al. (2016) report that the rate at 
which the jets impact the magnetopause is approximately 2.90 large jets/hour, while Plaschke et al. (2020) 
find that this rate for jets with perpendicular sizes smaller than 1 EE R  can be roughly 20 E  1,000 jets/hour. The 
jet extents in the Vlasiator runs are of the order of 1 EE R  or smaller (Palmroth et al., 2021). While Figure 2 
indicates that the jet occurrence rate in this study is on average E  1 jet/second, only a fraction of them impact 
the magnetopause. Assuming a sheath thickness of  E2E R  (Figure 3) and that FCS-jets account for 75E  % of 
all forming jets (Figure 2e), we can use the E e -folding distances from Figure 3b to estimate the magnetopause 
impact rate: 26 FCS-jets/hour and 0.069 non-FCS-jets/hour. The rate for FCS-jets is roughly comparable to 
the lower limit of small jets in Plaschke et al. (2020). The 2D set-up of our simulations results in enhanced 
magnetic pile-up in front of the magnetopause, which in turn can form a magnetic barrier preventing the 
jets from reaching the magnetopause, as well as making the magnetosheath thicker than in 3D. This could 
explain the relatively low impact rate. Our impact rate estimate is also only for the GSE E xy plane, so the 
actual rate could be higher. On the other hand, the 2D set-up also prevents jets from dissipating in the out-
of-plane direction, possibly making them live longer and propagate deeper into the magnetosheath.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we have carried out a comprehensive statistical survey of the association of magnetosheath 
jets to FCSs using the Vlasiator ion-kinetic simulation. We tracked the FCSs within the foreshock using an 
automatic algorithm, and gave them an identity in time. At the bow shock, we find that up to 75% of the 
forming jets are caused by FCSs. The remaining 25% of the jets appear to be caused by some other mecha-
nism. Based on Movies S1 and S2, one can even state that the FCSs are continually transformed into jets at 
the bow shock. We conclude that a clear majority of jets are caused by FCSs, in accordance with Karlsson 
et al. (2015) and Palmroth, Hietala, et al. (2018). We also conclude that the FCS-jets propagate around twice 
as far into the magnetosheath compared to non-FCS-jets.
In conclusion, our numerical simulations suggest that FCSs impacting the bow shock can explain the for-
mation of the majority of magnetosheath jets, but not all. FCS-jets and non-FCS-jets appear to have some-
what different properties, supporting the possibility that that they might be formed through different mech-
anisms. Visual inspection of the formation of a non-FCS-jet reveals nothing conclusive about the formation 
of non-FCS-jets, but the presence of shock reformation and non-locality at the formation site suggest a 
possible connection between these phenomena and jet formation. This is to be investigated in a future study.
Data Availability Statement
Vlasiator is distributed under the GPL-2 open-source license. Vlasiator uses a data structure developed in-
house. The Analysator software (Battarbee et al., 2021) was used to produce the presented figures. The runs 





this paper, or the data sets can be downloaded from the University of Helsinki servers where they are stored 
(Pfau-Kempf et al., 2021b).
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